.Net Developer

Since1987, NRI has been the only national organization working with state agencies, the Federal Government,
and other entities to define, collect, and analyze data on public behavioral health systems. NRI is the preeminent
organization for collecting performance measurement data from the majority of state psychiatric facilities and
many private psychiatric facilities for The Joint Commission and CMS reporting requirements.
NRI is currently seeking an experienced .Net Developer to join our research team of conscientious professionals.
As a department of one, the .NET Developer is responsible for maintenance and enhancement of a cloud
environment for web/database applications that are the backbone of a performance measurement system for
psychiatric facilities. The developer creates aspx pages, updates the business layer, modifies and creates
advanced SQL stored procedures, and modifies and creates SQL reports (rdl). The developer will utilize HTML,
CSS, VisualStudio 2017, C#, .NET 4.6, SQL Server 2016, and Javascript/Jquery to maintain and improve an
application that meets end-user requirements.

Role Responsibilities:
Essential and other important responsibilities and duties may include, but are not limited to, the following:
 Maintains and enhances web application for import of raw facility data into SQL tables for performance
measures, ensuring consistency of rules across imports, providing testing of new applications/imports.
 Develops database strategy for adopting or discontinuing measures, including validation rules, and table
structure changes.
 Develops web forms for data entry into SQL database to update specific fields and tables and for running
batch jobs of SQL stored procedures.
 Updates application for viewing and extracting data to support workflow requirements of other staff
that process facility data. Reviews query driven output with end-users to determine consistency with
request and modifies as appropriate.
 Initiates web programming to improve the structure and functionality of the web site. Tests new designs
and reprograms existing pages to operate in changed structure. Develops and manages testing plan.
 Creates, updates, and oversees project-specific applications used to manipulate data, validate data, and
compile data into other database formats. Maintains documentation on applications.

Requirements:
 Five (5) or more years of application development experience
 Associate of Arts degree, Bachelor’s degree preferred. Direct Experience in application development
may be substituted for degrees.
 Ability to prioritize and handle multiple tasks and/or multiple projects simultaneously.
 Experience and skill in application development in a cloud environment and ability to manage and code
basic and dynamic pages required. Skill in promptly detecting, analyzing, and resolving application
deployment problems.
 Proficiency in HTML, CSS, VisualStudio 2017, C#, .NET 4.6, SQL Server 2016, Javascript/Jquery, and
general office productivity products (i.e. MS Office) required.
 Experience and skill utilizing complex computer operations and the advanced features of software
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packages (word-processing, spreadsheet, graphics, databases etc.) required.
Experience and ability to exercise discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of
significance. Ability to self-train and to train others.
Ability to communicate effectively both verbally and in writing. Experience working in project teams
required.

When applying, please send resume and salary requirements to: info@impactHRllc.com

NRI is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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